A novel quality prediction method with mobile time window is proposed for small-batch producing process based on weighted least squares support vector regression (LS-SVR). The design steps and learning algorithm are also addressed. In the method, weighted LS-SVR is taken as the intelligent kernel, with which the small-batch learning is solved well and the nearer sample is set a larger weight, while the farther is set the smaller weight in the history data. A typical machining process of cutting bearing outer race is carried out and the real measured data are used to contrast experiment. The experimental results demonstrate that the prediction accuracy of the weighted LS-SVR based model is only 20%-30% that of the standard LS-SVR based one in the same condition. It provides a better candidate for quality prediction of small-batch producing process.
Introduction
For small batch production, it is unrealistic to make trial runs for the determination of suitable values of the variables in machining operations [1, 2] . This problem becomes even worse with the increasing requirements of product accuracy, the more frequent application of new materials and new machining operations, as, for instance, high-speed and precision machining of hardened steel components [3] .
Many methods of quality prediction with the techniques are proposed such as liner predicting model, generalized liner predicting model, memory-based predictor [4] and neural networks [5, 6] . Recently, support vector machines proposed by Vapnik have become a key machine learning technique [7] . They have strong theoretical foundation and show excellent empirical success in supervised learning framework [8] . Quality prediction can attribute to supervised learning framework. So support vector machines such as SVR, LS-SVR are applied to deal with quality prediction [9, 10] .
However, in actual production, quality parameters change constantly with process. The short-term impact, in future, on producing accuracy mainly comes from not history parameters but the latest processing parameters. We call the rule as "nearer data weigh heavier and farther data weigh lighter". The concept of membership was introduced into the article, and a weight LS-SVR prediction model based time-domain membership was presented. This model put different memberships according to the impact extent of history data. It reduces the impact of early data to the current producing process, and improves the accuracy of real-time prediction. The model was researched in the producing process of bearing's outer ring, and compared prediction accuracy with the traditional model. The research demonstrates that the model is applicable and reasonable to small-batch producing process.
Principle of Wighted LS-SVR

Conventional LS-SVR
Consider a given training set of n data points ( ) ( ) { }
and output ( ) R i y ∈ . In feature space SVR models take the form as
where the nonlinear function ( ) ⋅ ϕ maps the input data into a higher dimensional feature space. Note that the dimension of ω is not specified. The training is to estimate the optimal parameters ω , b in the regression function (1).
LS-SVR is a tool based on statistical learning theory and selects squared error t ξ as the loss function [11] . Therefore, the following optimization problem is formulated as
subject to the equality constraints
where γ is a positive constant parameter used to control the tradeoff between the training error and the model complexity. The larger γ is, the less error of regression model will make. This is the only free parameter in the LS-SVR formulation. The parameter ω can be evaluated according to objective function (2) and constraints (3) . This corresponds to a form of ridge regression and Lagrange function is given by
with Lagrange multipliers i a , n ,..., i 1 = .
The optimal
can be solved on Karush-Kuhn-Tucke conditions [2] , which for optimality are
After elimination of i ξ , ω , the solution is solved by the following set of linear equations
where I is the identity matrix,
and the Mercer condition
has been applied.
Lagrange multiplier a and model offset b could be solved in formula (6) , which could also be expanded as
Substituting formula (8) into formula (6), and (
The finally results into the following LS-SVR model for function estimation
Weighted LS-SVR
In this paper, we introduced the weight into standard LS-SVR. That is to introduce the weight terms i w into each sample of LS-SVR to change the importance of input sample ( ) ( ) { }
, where, 1 0 ≤ ≤ i w . Thus, the optimization objective function of Equation (2) The Lagrange function is re-structured as
According to the optimum conditions, the matrix is also re-structured as
where [ ]
is the weight vector.
Estimation function of weighted LS-SVR can be obtained by solving the weighted matrix (13) as
Quality Prediction Using Weighted LS-SVR
be a measured quality series with sampling time τ in a machining process. Our objective is to predict the future quality of the piecework from the series ( ) t x according to the history quality data. However the quality series data are single-dimension usually, it is different to be used to the regression modeling directly.
For this problem, we apply the technique of mobile time window (MTW) of nonlinear quality series, the width of which is set to include m+1 data points [8] . In the model building, move the MTW on time series from the anterior to posterior, and the process of data extraction is shown as Figure 1 .
The relationships in the MTW between ( )
are supposed to be a nonlinear map
where m is MTW width and also called embedding dimension. If m is small, the past values are not enough to predict the future value; however, if m is high, the training is hard. can be produced continually. The training sample set are input into weighted LS-SVR to get the regression parameters a and b . When the future value is predicted using the weighted LS-SVR-based model, the parameters a and b are substituted in model (3) and the MTW is also shifted to the corresponding position. The history quality data ( ) ( The degree of importance and the impact on the future quality data by history data is increasing from far to near. Different membership to history samples according to its difference positions in the time domain are observed. That is to say, nearer data samples are given larger weight, while further data samples are given smaller weight. Through this weight, in the quality series, the nearer samples are enhanced and the farther ones are weakened.
We apply the index distribution as the weight, and the actual weight of index distribution is available as follows 
Experiments
An automatic turning process has been observed, and the real deviation sequence for outer ring of bearings size is shown in Table I is the largest deviation of the outer ring's diameter by measurement. In the turning process, there are system factors (such as tool wear, thermal deformation, etc.) and random factors (such as system vibration, rough material, etc.) impacting the turning quality. Firstly, different prediction models using three-order polynomial regression, four-order polynomial regression, BP neural network, standard LS-SVR, and weighted LS-SVR were set up respectively, with the first twenty-five data in Table 1 . Then the values of the 26th, 27th, 28th work pieces were predicted and the results were compared with the real ones. In the experiments, the width of time was all set as 5. The polynomial and BP neural network are realized with the polynomial function and artificial neural network toolbox in Matlab6.5, respectively. In the BP neural network based model, the learning rate 1 0. a = , hidden layer neurons were taken 6 and training steps is 10000. The prediction results using polynomial based model are shown in Figure 3 .
In the testing, the data from 3 th to 25 th are taken as regression checking, and the data from 26 th to 28 th are taken as the testing. From Figure 3 , it is obvious to see that polynomial model can predict quality deviation caused by system factors but cannot predict those by random factors in turning process. Standard LS-SVR and weighted LS-SVR algorithm were achieved by matrix function in matlab6.5, with the parameter adjusting constant valued 500. RBF was chosen as Kernel function of above two models with the parameter Table II . Analyzing the prediction results shown in Table III , we can contend that in all these experiments, weighted LS-SVR based model outperforms its main competitors -polynomial and standard LS-SVR based models. The MSE of weighted LS-SVR prediction model is only 20%-30% that of standard ones. That proves the rule: "nearer data weigh heavier and farther data weigh lighter".
Conclusions
The main benefits of this presented prediction model are that it could be applied to quality prediction of small-batch producing process well and make history data 'nearer is more weight' through using the index distribution as the weight in time domain.
